Building a
Paper-light
Law Firm
This fast-growing, forward-thinking law firm has
embraced Technology Managed Services to save
money, time and space
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Wollens is an award-winning firm
of solicitors. Based at four locations
across Devon, they offer of corporate,
commercial and family legal services.
When the business grew rapidly, the
way the company used technology to
handle key processes needed to
catch up.
With ITEC as its Technology Managed
Service partner, Wollens have
automated and streamlined the way
they do business - and reaped the
rewards.
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“Rapid
challenged our small
office thinking. We
had to learn to think
bigger and find
ways to simplify and
standardise services
across multiple
locations.
- CLIVE MEREDITH, PRACTICE DIRECTOR

CHALLENGES

Every business faces challenges.
Fortunately, sometimes the solution
is as simple as bringing ITEC
on board.

CHALLENGES

Keeping
Up with
Whirlwind
Growth

Too much
Wasted
Technology

Wollens started out eight
years ago with one office
and 45 staff. Quickly, they
grew to a team of 145,
working across
five offices.
To keep up with the pace
of their own success and
fully embrace the benefits
of digital, the company
needed a fresh approach
and a bespoke solution to
managing documents.

From early on, Wollens
has had case management
system SOS Connect at its
heart, helping streamline
workflows and save time.
However, the company
lacked an effective way to
input data and documents
into the system. Without
it, the firm were only
utilising around 50% of
the platform’s potential.
It wasn’t just a waste
of technology – it was
a waste of money, and
the time-consuming
existing set-up was
leaving employees feeling
frustrated.

key is taking a process that is
“The
manual and finding a better way of

doing it. Technology helps us both to
standardise and to speed up many of
our core business processes.
- CLIVE MEREDITH, PRACTICE DIRECTOR

SOLUTIONS

A Smarter Way
to Manage
Documents

Embracing
Digital Across
the Board

As a busy law firm, Wollens was inundated with
incoming post every day – and staff faced the
unenvious task of sorting and filing it manually. ITEC
stepped in, using a holistic approach to create a
bespoke digital strategy, built around the company’s
mission.
ITEC Engineers introduced a post-scanning solution
to simplify and streamline the process. With this new
set-up in place, incoming mail is quickly and easily
fed straight into the SOS Connect case management
system using top quality Kodak scanners that can
process 120 double-sided pages per minute. It’s fast,
easy and frustration-free.

After a successful three-month pilot in one office,
the new, super-efficient system was rolled out across
the company. ITEC’s Technology Managed Service
has moved into Wollens, and the laborious task of
manually sorting mail has moved out.
Now, the post arrives each morning and is
immediately scanned and electronically delivered
to the right person. It’s a seamless process that’s
complete by 10am. After that, the relevant member
of the team can simply drag and drop the scanned
post into the case management system.
After installing the scanners and setting up the new
system, the team has continued to support Wollens
to keep the new digital processes running smoothly.
It’s all part of the service from ITEC.
The success of ITEC’s solution has created what
Practice Director Clive Meredith calls a ‘paper-light’
office environment – and it’s been welcomed by
the entire team.

“As a firm, we like to make

quick decisions, and that’s
why we want technology in
place that lets us change
and adapt at speed.

- CLIVE MEREDITH, PRACTICE DIRECTOR

PAPER-FREE CASE MANAGEMENT OF

75%

Digital transformation from ITEC
has helped Wollens cut costs and
drastically improve data security.
Thanks to ITEC’s efforts, employees
are happier and the firm has
taken huge steps towards its
sustainability goals.

100%

PAPER-FREE LITIGATION

DOCUMENTS BACKED UP AND ENCRYPTED

£1,000s
SAVED ON DOCUMENT STORAGE

“It’s about

working
smarter,
not harder.
- CLIVE MEREDITH, PRACTICE DIRECTOR

DELIVERING THE MISSION

Now, the team at Wollens spends less
time on laborious manual tasks and
more time helping clients. There are
no delays caused by incorrect filing
of paper documents, and the chore
of having to stand by the copier to
duplicate documents is eradicated. Staff
across the firm has been liberated from
the mounds of paper that previously
cluttered their desks.
With a reduced need to store paper,
bosses at Wollens has been able to
rethink the layout of their offices,
dedicating more space to the people
who matter most: their staff and
their clients.
Transforming to a digital workplace was
only the beginning in Wollens’s journey
to embracing the tech at their fingertips.
Now with ten bespoke applications up
and running, the firm’s accounts, client
feedback questionnaires and medical
negligence cases have also been fully
automated.
With ITEC as its Technology Managed
Service Partner, Wollens is an agile,
streamlined law firm ready for the
challenges of today, tomorrow and
beyond.

“Much of our activity is

time-critical, so when
things go wrong it’s a major
inconvenience. But ITEC’s
expertise and service have been
consistently fantastic.
- CLIVE MEREDITH, PRACTICE DIRECTOR

SERVICE

“Consistently
Fantastic”

ITEC builds relationships
with customers that go the
distance – and Wollens is no
exception. Practice Director
Clive Meredith came to ITEC for
help embracing all things digital
in 2011 – and the rest
is history.
Clive admits he’d been rapidly
losing faith in the quality of
printer and copier suppliers –
until he found ITEC. He credits
the team’s commitment to
great customer service as the
foundation of the long-standing
relationship.
From the word go, Clive has
been supported by his own
local ITEC Account Manager.
This dedicated approach to
account management is just one
of the reasons that 96% of
ITEC customers renew
their contracts.

ABOUT ITEC

ITEC is your local business technology
expert. For over 30 years, we’ve been
delivering outstanding Managed
Services and helping organisations
smash their business goals.
Today, we power 3,800 businesses and
organisations throughout the South
West and beyond with full Technology
Managed Services. Whatever your
organisation, we drive you to success
with powerful technology strategies
and partnerships.
MANAGED IT
MANAGED PRINT
MANAGED CLOUD
MANAGED CONNECTIVITY
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
DIGITAL WORKPLACE
MOBILITY
MODERN MAILING
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